
Thou Shalt Not Steal 
Words Cast in Stone? 

 

 
 

Most believe, seeing is proof. “One of the stone tablets which were inscribed with the Ten 
Commandments may have been found…”1 Tangible proof is lacking that the tablets exist but the 
principle of the words are cast in the souls of most of mankind. Similarly, “Thou shalt not bear 
false witness” are noted to also have been inscribed upon the tablets. 
 
In today’s financial marmalade, these words have an explicit meaning: “Father, forgive them, for 
they know not what they do.” (Luke 23:34) One needs to only look at the complexity and the 
magnitude of laws that apply in the securitization of mortgages which resulted in processes 
becoming compartmentalized resulting in specialization in specific areas of law or actions. 
Currently, the world has concentrated eyesight upon the illegal acts committed by Robo-Signers. 
There is no doubting that Robo-Signers violated laws of the lands but proof is lacking that the 
Robo-Signers violated God’s law. 
 
Proper attention needs to be directed to those that taught the cubicle action people who knew 
only what they were taught but did not know what they were doing, are did they? 
 
“Thou shalt not bear false witness”, would that also mean, do not lie? Seems as that would be 
tough for a bank’s counsel, for if truth was told, bank’s counsel might be faced with losing their 
Friday paycheck. With that said, we take a squint of those millions who operate in the market 
arena for profit, is their Friday paycheck at risk? 
 

The Question 
Are the actions of the Central Banks, Government Individuals and Banking’s analyst and 
economics, etc., acting for the sake of humanity, assurance of a Friday Paycheck or to preserve 
mankind’s servitude to the Power’s?              I would choose 2 and 3 by not knowing, or do they? 
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1 http://newagetravel.com/gphillips.shtml 
2 http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/18/business/global/germany‐lowers‐expectations‐for‐eu‐
summit.html?hp&gwh=B57ECAE6EF762B6518BFD02ABAEBE98D 


